Solvent effects on the electrochemical p-doping of PEDOT.
EQCM experiments were carried out on PEDOT films exposed to TEABF(4)/CH(3)CN and TEABF(4)/CH(2)Cl(2) under permselective conditions and subjected to cyclic voltammetry in the potential range corresponding to p-doping. Current and frequency responses were used to obtain time-resolved ion and solvent flux data as functions of potential. Normalization of these fluxes with potential scan rate distinguishes thermodynamically (ir)reversible elementary steps in the overall redox process. The specific mechanisms are different in the two solvents, although both show mechanistic switches at partial redox conversion during both p-doping and undoping. These different mechanistic signatures are characterized according to the solvent identity, by different patterns of deviation from scan rate normalization for the experimentally measured ion and solvent fluxes. Comparison of these ion and solvent fluxes demonstrates that the rates of solvent expulsion (during doping) and entry (during undoping) are key determinants of mechanism. In both switching directions there are changes between kinetically limiting and rapid solvent transfer that depend upon solvent identity, i.e. the mechanism depends substantially upon charge state, switching direction and solvent. These mechanistic pathways and shifts can be visualized by a scheme-of-cubes representation.